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BUILT ROBOTICS, SUNSTATE DEAL BRINGS MORE
SELF-DRIVING VEHICLES TO THE JOBSITE
Automation is picking up the pace in the construction industry
with a newly announced partnership to bring autonomous
vehicles to the equipment rental market.
Built Robotics, a San Francisco-based developer of
autonomous equipment, and Sunstate Equipment Co. of
Phoenix, which rents out tools and equipment across the
U.S., announced their collaboration last week.
Built’s autonomous upgrade kits can pair with any make and
model of construction equipment, the company said, to allow
the machine to operate autonomously with worker
supervision.
The company so far has developed their own autonomous
skid steers, compact track loaders, excavators, bulldozers and
more. Sunstate will retrofit select equipment from its fleet
using Built's technology kits.
Operators use Built’s software to program a machine’s tasks,
such as where dirt should be moved, and contain the machine
within a geofence so that it doesn’t veer off the grid, and
Built's kits include a number of other safety features as well. A
combination of camera and LiDAR sensors allow the machine
to identify and avoid pedestrians, vehicles and other obstacles
on the jobsite, the firms said. Operators can also override the
machine at any time with hardwired and wireless emergency
stop buttons.
Built says the partnership will be key in getting its technology
to more users across the industry.
“By enabling customers to rent Built-upgraded equipment
from Sunstate, we reduce the barrier to trying this technology
out, and make it more approachable for contractors and
operators around the country,” said CEO Noah ReadyCampbell in the announcement.
The startup is a serious contender in the autonomous
equipment game, holding its own against competitors like
Caterpillar, John Deere and Komatsu, helped by backing from
Sumitomo Corp. of Americas (Sunstate’s parent company) and
its venture arm, Presidio Ventures. Sumitomo said it hopes
that by expanding Built’s reach, it can alleviate some of the
pressures of finding skilled vehicle operators.
Komatsu was the first to release a bulldozer with fully

automatic blade control in 2013. Cat has primarily honed its
technology to the mining industry, where trucks carry out
repetitive tasks on the same track, growing its fleet from six
to more than 150 between 2013 and 2018. Some of its new
dozers, wheel loaders and skid steer loaders can come with
remote or line-of-sight controls. John Deere, which has also
developed immersive heavy equipment simulatorsfor
operator training, is likewise in the mix of firms moving from
semi-autonomous to fully autonomous offerings.
These companies may face bigger hurdles to industry
acceptance than is seen with other cutting-edge jobsite
technologies. Besides the usual reservations about human
workers being displaced by robots, a recent surveyfrom Volvo
Construction Equipment — another heavy hitter in
automation — found that construction professionals were
more wary of the safety risks. While 31% of respondents
feared they would be replaced by artificial intelligence and
robotics, almost half (46%) said that the safety risks worried
them. Built and other equipment developers may need to
steer consumers’ attention toward the layers of safety
controls underlying their autonomous products.
Kathleen Brown, Construction Dive

CONTRUCTION BONDS
June 6, 2019
The Keg
859 W. John Carpenter Freeway
Irving, Texas 75039
Registration: 11:15 a.m.
Lunch & Presentation: 11:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Members: $35
Non-Members: $45
Eric Lesch with PCL Contract Bonding will cover common
questions, misconceptions and expectations for surety
bonds. He will review the current state of the industry, how
to interact with the surety, how to determine the cost of
bonding, indemnity agreements and bond forms. It’s not a
basics of bonding, but a safe space to ask any question you
ever wanted to ask. This Lunch & Learn is suitable for
beginners to advanced users of bonds.

BUT, WHAT IF YOU DELAYED ME?
so don’t fall into this trap.

Sewall “Spike” Cutler
Park Central 7
12750 Merit Drive
Suite 1450
Dallas, Texas 75251
214.219.0800
Frequent readers of these pages know how much this author
likes to harp on the importance of fair contract language, and I
will to my dying day fight this battle. Today, though, I want to be
a little more specific, and talk briefly about delays and impacts.
What the Contract Says
Most subcontract agreements you'll encounter will, unless
negotiated differently, provide that events of delay in the project
schedule or interference in a subcontractor's work only entitle
subcontractors to an extension in the contract time, and then,
only if the prime contractor is able to get an equivalent extension
from the project Owner. Routinely, the subcontract will explicitly
state that the subcontractor is entitled to no additional
compensation.
Even where the subcontract admits the possibility of a
subcontractor being paid additional compensation for delay, the
compensation is routinely limited to only that which the general
contractor secures, "on subcontractor's behalf," from the Owner
(or, occasionally, from another third-party, such as another subcontractor).
What the Contractor Does
In our experience, the overwhelming majority of significant
delays in the performance of work by a subcontractor are the
result of poor project management by a general contractor. This
can come in the form of inadequate schedule planning by
inexperienced project managers, poor trade selection with a
greater emphasis on price than on quality and capability of other
trades, and the ever-present project mismanagement by
unmotivated superintendents (we sometimes call these projects
"build it yourself kits."
When you encounter interference or delays in your work, if the
project is not ready for your work when scheduled to be, it is
critical that you give detailed written notice to the general
contractor as soon as you recognize even the possibility of an
impact on your work, whether that impact be the inability to
start your work, or interference with your ability to effectively or
safely prosecute your work. This is important because, down the
road, you need to be able to prove that you not only told the
general contractor there was a problem, but also that you told
them in time for them to take action to improve the sequence on
the job, and that you propose better arrangements to move the
project along.
Virtually all subcontracts have you waiving your right to
compensation (and often, additional time) if you do not provide
written notice as soon as you know about a delaying condition,

How Do I Get Compensated?
Assuming you gave good, detailed and timely notice of the delays
and impacts, it is important that you keep renewing your noticereminding the general contractor that you expect to be
compensated, and include a reasonable estimate of the cost to
your operation of the delays you're experiencing. Adequately
allow for all of your costs of delay, including extra labor costs
resulting from inefficiency, appropriate overhead costs (keep it
real), increases in insurance and rental equipment costs, and (in
detail) any additional miscellaneous expense. A simple rule is
this: if it cost you money you would not otherwise have had to
spend, detail it, and ask for it.
Mr. GC will, no doubt, claim that you're not entitled to extra
money, and will further try to say that, if you want them to
pursue the recovery (from somebody else, since it is never their
fault), you have to pay their lawyers to do it. This is something
best negotiated out at the contract phase, but you should not
back down on your claims on this basis.
You Can Still Prevail
Despite the "no damages for delay" provisions in subcontract
agreements, a diligent and determined documentation and
notice process can help you build a case that (1) limiting your
additional compensation to that recovered from others is
inequitable when the cause of the delay was the general
contractor, itself, and (2) the impact you have suffered is not
merely a delay cost, but rather, amounts to a cardinal change in
the scope of your work, entitling you to an additive change order
or compensation in quantum meruit (payment for the value of
added work).
What about Weather/Force Majeure?
If you are encountering delays and impacts as a result of bad
weather, or not reasonably expected catastrophic events, you
are more likely to be limited to the remedy the general
contractor can extract from the project Owner. Even in these
circumstances, however, it is critically important that you keep
the general contractor well-informed about the costs and
impacts that the weather or other conditions are imposing on
you, so the general contractor can (in turn) include these
amounts and claims they are passing through to the Owner.
… And It Is Still about the Contract!
In this, as in every other aspect of a construction project, the
language you negotiate in your subcontract can and will make all
the difference in whether you are treated fairly. You should never
accept the risk of events which are beyond your control, and in
construction project sequencing and scheduling, the only risks
you should accept are those which are directly within your right
of control, meaning your own performance, and the performance
of your hired sub- subcontractors and suppliers. Good general
contractors will, with fair and reasonable notice of the issues
affecting you, aggressively pursue compensation for you, because
you are part of their project team; bad general contractors will
pound on the contract, and tell you that you are entitled to
nothing-sometimes, even if they actually recover it from the
owner for themselves.
Don’t be a willing victim!

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: MIDWAY SEALCOATING & STRIPING
This month’s Member Spotlight is Midway Sealcoating &
Striping. Lawrence Otto regularly attends our meetings with
his wife, Alberta. I’ve caught them on more than one
occasion holding hands very sweetly at our meetings.
Lawrence is very knowledgeable about construction in the
DFW Area. He took a few moments to tell me more about
Midway Sealcoating & Striping.

Midway Sealcoating & Striping
P.O. Box 180953
Arlington, TX 76096
817.467.7003

When was Midway Sealcoating & Striping established? 1979
What work does Midway Sealcoating primarily focus on?
We focus on Asphalt Sealcoating.
Do you have a type of job or industry you specialize in?
will perform work on any projects in the State of Texas.

We

What are some projects you have completed? We work on
apartments, shopping centers, office buildings and airports.
Two of our well-known project locations are the American
Airlines Center and Glove Life Park.
How did you get started in the construction industry? I
started in the paving industry at a young age working for
striping and paving contractors.
What are some of your hobbies? Have you experienced any
interesting trips? In my spare time, I work in Children’s
Ministry. I have taken several mission trips to the Bahamas. I
also enjoy playing softball.
How long have you been involved with SAM? I have been
involved with SAM for about four years
What do you enjoy most about SAM? SAM has helped me
with a lot of information. I’ve learned about how to do
business and who to do business with.

CONTRACT LANGUAGE SEMINAR RECAP
On April 11, Spike Cutler reviewed the latest Contract Language that he has found during his contract reviews. General
Contractors are constantly changing the verbiage in their
contracts, and your company can commit to unfair terms if
you do not know what to look out for.
We hold this seminar every April, and we encourage your
company to send at least one person each year to receive the
information.
Our annual Lien Law Seminar is just as important as our
Contract Language Seminar. This year’s seminar will be held
on November 7 at Park Central 7.

Send us news and pictures for the Punch List!
execdir@sam-dfw.org

LASER SCANS COULD BE KEY IN
NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL RECONSTRUCTION
Another construction technology that could prove useful in
the aftermath of the 15-hour blaze is a time-lapse camera that
was installed on a bell tower just hours before it broke out.
The footage is being reviewed by investigators, a scaffolding
contractor on the renovation told Reuters.

modern construction. Some suggestions, for example, include
a crystal glass spire supported by stainless steel and a glass
roof to illuminate the sanctuary.

French President Emmanuel Macron has called for the Gothic
cathedral to be rebuilt in five years and in time for the 2024
Summer Olympics in Paris, reported AP, but restoration
experts have challenged this timeline and said the
undertaking could require more than a decade.
The wooden spire was a relatively recent (19th century)
addition to Notre Dame Cathedral, which is composed of
12th, 13th, 14th and 19th century components. If designers,
engineers and contractors go off of the original design,
Tallon’s laser scans can provide important geometry and
assist in correcting errors from earlier restorations, according
to the ENR report. But they will have to dig deeper to get a
sense of how the structure was assembled, and finding oak
timbers the size of what was originally used for the roof
would be nearly impossible, experts told ENR.
However, French officials may opt for a redesign that is
different from the structure destroyed in the fire. Macron said
the spire would be rebuilt “even more beautifully,” while
French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe called for “a new
spire that is adapted to the techniques and the challenges of
our era,” reported BBC. He launched an international design
contest for the replacement of the spire, leaving open the
possibility that the Gothic cathedral could be topped with

3rd ANNUAL TOPGOLF & SILENT AUCTION EVENT
JULY 11, 2018
Registration will open May 6!
Sponsorships Available!
TopGolf Dallas
8787 Park Lane
Dallas, Texas 75231
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